
IDENTIFYING GOD’S VOICE AND BIBLICAL BOUNDARIES IN 
PROPHECY
GROWING IN PROPHECY SESSION 2

I. REVIEW

“And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God, that I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh; 
your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your young men shall see visions, your old men shall 
dream dreams.  And on my My menservants and my maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those 
days; and they shall prophesy.”  (Acts 2:17-18)

A. All believers can hear God’s voice and prophesy over others.  Prophecy is the only thing 
God connected to the outpouring of the Holy Spirit in Acts 2.  Every believer was made to 
hear their heavenly Father’s voice, their heavenly Husband’s voice (Jesus) and their 
Heavenly Friend’s voice (Holy Spirit).  Hearing God for another person is no different than 
hearing God for ourselves.  If you don’t feel like you hear God’s voice often or at all, you 
may not be identifying ways that He is speaking to you, you may not be positioning your 
heart to hear Him or there may be a spiritual stronghold hindering you from hearing Him 
clearly.  

B. We don’t need the gift of prophecy to prophesy, a level of prophecy is available to every 
believer.  The gift of prophecy refers to a greater measure of clarity and power to prophecy 
than what is initially available to other believers.  

C. Prophecy is anything that is inspired by God, which means conversations, songs and prayers 
can be prophetic in nature without having to be related to the future.  

D. We release God’s power to another person by speaking small impressions that come to our 
minds.  Give expression to the small impressions and you’ll release God’s power to another 
life.

“For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit (heart) of prophecy.”  (Revelation 19:10)

E. His testimony is what He’s thinking, feeling and doing in the nations and in us as 
individuals.  It refers to His perspective and His storyline over our lives.  What does Jesus 
say about you to the Father?  What is His perspective over your life through the lens of 
grace, mercy and generosity?  We must grow in the revelation of Jesus’ Bridegroom heart 
through much meditation on the Word.  

F. Jesus wants to lavish His Bride with affection and affirmation in direct opposition to the 
24/7 accusation from the demonic kingdom (Revelation 12:10).  

II. 6 WAYS THAT GOD SPEAKS TO US

A. There are 4 foundational perspectives that are helpful in growing in prophecy:



1. We can all hear God’s voice.  We just have to identify ways that He has been speaking to 
us and grow from there.  

2. God wants to speak to you and through you to others.  He is overflowing with 
encouragement for us and others and wants us to ask Him more often.  If I don’t have 
much clarity about what He’s saying in the moment, I don’t just assume He’s not 
speaking.  I assume that He’s speaking and that I need to pay attention and identify the 
ways in which He may be speaking in the moment.  He may be speaking in a fainter 
way than usual or He may be stretching me in an area of hearing Him that I’ve not 
walked in very much.  

3. God mostly speaks through impressions that must be discerned by multiple people.  We 
won’t usually know 100% if it’s God speaking or our own thoughts speaking, but we 
can step out in confidence and humility knowing we only do our part of the process.  It 
is up to the other person to pray and judge the prophetic word.  

4. “Missing a prophetic word” isn’t a sin, it’s actually a sincere attempt to love another 
person that is seen by God and rewarded forever after the resurrection.  

“But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being 
transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord.”  (2 
Corinthians 3:18)

“For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face.  Now I know in part, but then I shall know 
just as I also am known.”  (1 Corinthians 13:12)

B. God mostly speaks to us through small faint impressions.  We grow in confidence in these 
impressions as we speak them out loud to others and receive feedback, whether accurate or 
not.  You must be willing to step out and share small impressions in order to grow in 
discerning God’s voice.  I grow in prophecy by paying attention to fainter impressions than 
what I’m comfortable with in a given season of life.  

C. A major part of growing in prophecy is stepping out to prophesy more often so that you can 
train your spiritual senses and receive feedback from others.  If you are fearful of stepping 
out with impressions, you will prophesy significantly less often and therefore not grow as 
quickly in developing your spiritual senses.   

1. Beholding as in a mirror - Looking into an ancient mirror was like looking at yourself 
in a metal plate.  They could see a general image if they looked hard enough, but they 
couldn’t see themselves with the same clarity and detail as with modern day mirrors.  
This verse is talking about literally gazing on the indwelling Spirit with our spiritual 
eyes and receiving supernatural life and transformation through the process.  

2. For now we see in a mirror dimly – We see with our spiritual eyes but it’s dim and 
faint.  These levels of seeing are very easy to dismiss in the beginning stages of growing 
in prophesy.  

3. I compare this level of seeing with how it feels to walk in a dark room while your eyes 
slowly adjust.  The longer you stay in the room, the more your eyes adjust to see more 



clearly, but everything is still faint and you have to really engage your all your senses to 
figure out where you are.  

4. There are ways to grow in clarity within the impression realm that we’ll discuss in next 
few sessions.  

D. 6 Common Ways that God speaks: 

1. Pictures – God will display a still picture or a short motion like visual on our holy 
imagination screen.  We commonly identify this screen as our imagination, but I believe 
it is actually our spiritual eyes.  These images could be 100% symbolic, 100% literal or 
a mixture of the two.  

A. Close your eyes and picture your bedroom.  Picture as many details as you can and 
even walk around the room in your imagination.  God will give you images to this 
level of clarity for prophesying.  

B. First, picture an amazing meal in front of you with all of the smells and flavors. 
Then observe what imagining that meal did to your emotional and physical desires.  

C. Close your eyes and ask God to bring an image to mind that would encourage you 
personally.  If it helps you stay focused, Picture Jesus standing right in front of you 
and then pay attention to any images that come to mind.   

2. Thoughts – God will bring one word or one sentence to mind.  You might see the words 
in your imagination or you may just be aware of them in your thoughts.  Often times this 
includes bible verses or bible stories coming to mind for another person.  

A. Close your eyes and quiet your mind by slowly asking Jesus for an encouraging 
bible verse for someone sitting by you.  If a thought comes to mind, speak it back to 
Him and you should feel other thoughts in your mind quiet down.  Identify if the 
verse came to you as a thought or as something you visually saw in your 
imagination.  

B. Close your eyes and ask Jesus for an encouraging thought of any kind for someone 
sitting by you.  

C. Ask Jesus if there is a lie you’ve been believing and then ask Him what He says is 
truth in place of the lie.  

3. Emotions – God will touch your emotions to feel what He feels for the person or to let 
you feel what they feel in their emotions.  These could be emotions of love, compassion, 
sorrow, zeal, etc….  These may be faint impressions or they may be strong emotions that 
suddenly come on you.  I feel God’s emotions for people more often if I’ve been praying 
for them consistently.  

A. Ask Jesus to touch you with His emotions for somebody sitting by you.  Pay 
attention to your emotions and see if any of your emotions increase.  



B. Take time each day to pray for one person in your life and observe how/if your 
certain emotions increase towards that person.  

4. Hearing – This is similar to thoughts coming to mind, but there are times when you will 
literally hear a faint whisper from your left or your right.  It could be perceived as a 
thought or it may be perceived as a faint sound.  

A. Ask Jesus to whisper an encouraging word to you or somebody sitting by you.  

5. Spiritual Knowing (gut feeling or spiritual intuition) – This is more than intuition but it 
comes across our awareness in the same way.  It’s similar to a thought or a light emotion 
but often times you don’t initially have words to express what you’re sensing.  It is the 
same feeling you have when you feel convicted of sin.  

A. Ask Jesus if there is any sin in the last week that you need to repent of and receive 
forgiveness from.  Observe where you felt the conviction.  

B. Ask Jesus for an inner knowing about a person’s gifting and calling that is sitting by 
you.  

6. Sympathy Pain – This refers to God allowing us to feel what another person feels.  This 
could be feeling physical pains, feeling their emotions, being aware of their thoughts or 
experiencing what they experience in the spiritual atmosphere around them.  

A. Ask Jesus to let you feel the physical pain of somebody in the room that He wants to 
touch with healing.  Observe any area of your body that is feeling abnormal 
sensations.  

III. BIBLICAL BOUNDARIES IN PROPHECY

A. There are helpful biblical boundaries, or guidelines, within prophecy that foster a safe 
growing environment.  These boundaries promote prophecy because they give us all 
permission to step out with impressions as long as they are within the boundaries.  They 
promote prophecy because they give a simple filter of what might be God and what might 
not be God.  They promote a safe environment because those receiving prophecy know 
there are basic boundaries for those prophesying over them.  They promote a safe 
environment for those prophesying because they restrict going into challenging and 
potentially harmful prophetic topics until there is much more growth, maturity and 
accountability in the prophetic.  

B. God does speak correction, warning, direction and He does speak very specifically, but 
these are best given through seasoned prophetic leaders in relationship with those their 
prophesying over.  

1. Biblical – Only speak prophetic words that are clearly biblical and in line with God’s heart 
as seen through the scriptures.  At times you may need to search the Bible in-depth to see if 
what you’re hearing is Biblical.  This boundary holds for every level of prophecy and 
encounter.  Even if an angel comes to you in a dream of open vision, you must search out 
the Bible and weigh the words according to the perfect standard.  There may not be precise 



bible verses that speak into what you’re sensing, but you can see if it’s in line with God’s 
heart as seen in the Bible.  Meditating on and studying the Bible will help you grow in your 
discernment.  

2. Encouraging – Ask yourself the question, “Is what I’m sensing going to encourage this 
person?  The foundation of prophecy is to encourage, exhort and to comfort, so this is a 
good filter to use for growing in prophecy.  You might sense God correcting or warning the 
person you’re praying for, but ask Him what He’s saying to encourage them in this season.  
In our unrenewed thinking, it is easy for our hearts to move into correction, but the Lord is 
often different than us in what He’s thinking and how He ministers.  

3. Non-directive (Dates, mates and babies)– Hold off on giving specific direction in prophetic 
words.  This could include jobs changes, future marriages, future babies, moving to new 
locations, financial decisions and giving specific dates on which detailed things are going to 
happen.  

4. Open-handed – All prophecies should be presented in a way that others feel free to pray and 
judge the word and possibly dismiss parts or all of the word.  Use language that 
communicates you’re receiving impressions and that you don’t have 100% clarity of what 
God is saying (I’m getting a picture, I’m sensing, this bible verse or thought is coming to 
mind for you).  This gives the person freedom to pray and discern with God and others.  

IV. GOING DEEPER ASSIGNMENTS

A. Meditate on Revelation 19:10 at least one time this week.  

B. Out of the 6 ways God speaks from the teaching, write down which ones you have observed 
in your own life and write down which ones you haven’t observed in your own life.  

C. Exercise prophecy by praying for 5-10 people this week.  You could pray over them in 
person, over the phone, or just pray for them in private and share your word with them later. 
Write down all the ways that God spoke to you for these people as a way of increasing your 
awareness of His voice in each way.  

D. For those who are more comfortable with prophecy, pray over 10-15 people this week, 
many at one time if possible.  Intentionally ask God for words to come to you in the ways 
that you are least familiar with and then speak out the impressions that come to you in those 
ways.  

E. Read Chapter 4 of Mike Bickle’s book “Overview of the Prophetic Ministry”.  This is a free 
book download at www.mikebickle.org/books/


